A system and method for selectively printing messages and adding inserts to merchant statements includes defining messages and inserts. Merchant parameters for each message and insert are then selected. Merchants having the selected parameters for each message and insert are identified. The messages and inserts are associated with the merchant statements of the merchants having the selected merchant parameters. Messages associated with the merchant statements are printed on the merchant statements. Inserts associated with the merchant statements are added to the envelopes containing the merchant statements.
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Message Definition Screen

Priority: 3
Effective: 06/10/1999
Expiration: 09/10/1999
Print Detail Listing: Y
Requester: My Bank
Added: Changed:

Text:
Call my bank and ask about our summer rates for clothing merchants!

OK Cancel Next Back
Merchant Selection Screen
Message Priority 3 - Rule Set 1
Effective: 06/10/1999  Expiration: 09/10/1999  Added: 06/01/1999  Changed: 06/08/1999
Requester: My Bank
Text: Call my bank and ask about our summer...

Field to be tested: Merchant Code ▼  Logical Operator: EQ ▼  Values to test for: 123 ▼
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Merchant Selection Screen
Message Priority 3 - Rule Set 1

Effective: 06/10/1999  Expiration: 09/10/1999  Added: 06/01/1999  Changed: 06/08/1999

Requester: My Bank

Text: Call my bank and ask about our summer...

Values to test for:
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**Merchant Selection Screen**

**Message Priority 3 - Rule Set 2**

Effective: 06/10/1999  
Expiration: 09/10/1999  
Added: 06/01/1999  
Changed: 06/08/1999

Requester: My Bank  
Text: Call my bank and ask about our summer . . .

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field to be tested</th>
<th>Logical Operator</th>
<th>Values to test for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Merchant Code</td>
<td>▼ EQ</td>
<td>▼ 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Chain Number</td>
<td>▼ GT</td>
<td>▼ 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>▼</td>
<td>▼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**FIG. 5B**
Merchant Selection Review Screen

Message Priority 3

Effective: 06/10/1999  Expiration: 09/10/1999  Added: 06/01/1999  Changed: 06/08/1999
Requester: My Bank
Text: Call my bank and ask about our summer . . .

Total number of qualifying merchants: 423
Merchant names:

- Anna's Boutique
- Clothing Connection
- Clothes For You
- ...
- Suits By Alfred

FIG. 6
Inserts Identification Screen

Selective Inserts 01 thru 05

Insert #1
Description: 94 96 92 98 100
Form No.: Print Detail Listing:
Effective: Expiration:
Requester: Changed:
Added: New Insert #:

#2
Description: Yellow Information Page
Form No.: 12A Print Detail Listing:
Effective: 06/10/1999 Expiration: 09/10/1999
Requester: New Insert #:
Added: 06/01/1999 Changed: 06/08/1999

#3
Description:
Form No.: Print Detail Listing:
Effective: Expiration:
Requester: Changed:
Added: New Insert #:

#4
Description:
Form No.: Print Detail Listing:
Effective: Expiration:
Requester: Changed:
Added: New Insert #:

#5
Description:
Form No.: Print Detail Listing:
Effective: Expiration:
Requester: Changed:
Added: New Insert #:

Rules
Delete

OK  Cancel  Next  Back

FIG. 7
Merchant Selection Review Screen

Insert #2

Effective: 06/10/1999  Expiration: 09/10/1999  Added: 06/01/1999  Changed: 06/08/1999

Requester: My Bank

Description: Yellow Information Page

Form No.: 12A

Total number of qualifying merchants: 206

Merchant names:

AI Auto
AI's Transmission
Auto World

Tire and Battery Outlet

FIG. 9
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SELECTIVELY PRINTING MESSAGES AND ADDING INSERTS TO MERCHANT STATEMENTS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 09/246,025 filed Feb. 5, 1999, now U.S. Pat. No. 6,202,005.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a system and method for defining parameters to selectively control the printing of messages and the placement of inserts into monthly merchant statements.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] Credit companies provide credit to their clients and send monthly statements to their clients regarding the use of the credit. The clients are typically merchants that sell goods and services to consumers on credit. The statements generally inform the merchant on what the merchant was funded for during the processing period. The merchant uses the statement to reconcile specific transaction information regarding all of the transactions that occurred during the processing period. The specific transaction information includes the type of transaction, the amount credited, the credit card used, the date and time, etc.

[0004] The monthly statement is the primary communication vehicle between the bank and the merchant. It is desirable to be able to send targeted messages and inserts to the merchants using the monthly statements. In order to enhance the statement as a communication vehicle, there is a need to be able to print selected messages to the statements for selected merchants. Further, there is a need to be able to add selected inserts to the statements for selected merchants.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to provide a system and method for defining parameters to selectively control the printing of messages and the placement of inserts into monthly mailed statements.

[0006] It is another object of the present invention to provide a system and method for providing messages and inserts to monthly statements mailed to merchants in which the messages and inserts are selected based on defined attributes of the merchants.

[0007] It is a further object of the present invention to provide a system and method for providing messages and inserts to monthly statements of targeted merchants.

[0008] In carrying out the above objects and other objects, the present invention provides a system for selectively printing messages and adding inserts to merchant statements. The system includes a computer for defining a plurality of messages and a plurality of inserts. The computer is operable to select merchant parameters for each message and insert. The computer is further operable to identify merchants that have the selected merchant parameters for each message and insert. The computer associates each message and insert with merchant statements of the merchants having the selected merchant parameters.

[0009] Further, in carrying out the above objects and other objects, the present invention provides a method for selectively printing messages and adding inserts to merchant statements. The method includes defining a plurality of messages and a plurality of inserts. Merchant parameters are then selected for each message and insert. Merchants that have the selected merchant parameters are then identified for each message and insert. Each message and insert is then associated with merchant statements of the merchants having the selected merchant parameters.

[0010] The above objects and other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention are readily apparent from the following detailed description of the best modes for carrying out the invention when taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates a flow diagram representing operation of a system and method according to the present invention;

[0012] FIG. 2 illustrates a system for carrying out the method of the present invention;

[0013] FIG. 3 illustrates a system for carrying out the method of the present invention;

[0014] FIG. 4 illustrates a message definition graphical user interface (GUI) used for defining a message;

[0015] FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate multiple merchant selection GUIs that are associated with a defined message;

[0016] FIG. 6 illustrates a merchant selection review screen which contains a list of those merchants that have qualified for the rules of a particular message;

[0017] FIG. 7 illustrates an insert identification GUI used for defining an insert;

[0018] FIG. 8 illustrates a merchant selection GUI that is associated with each defined insert and includes the merchant parameters to be tested to identify merchants that meet the selected parameters for that insert; and

[0019] FIG. 9 illustrates a merchant selection review screen which contains a list of those merchants that have qualified for the rules for a particular insert.

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0020] Referring now to FIG. 1, a flow diagram 10 representing operation of a system and method according to the present invention is shown. Initially, block 12 prompts a user to define a message. A message is a blurb that is to be printed on the cover page of the monthly statement for a merchant. The message may also be printed at other locations such as various section breaks of the monthly statement. More than one message may be printed on the monthly statement and the user may define many messages.

[0021] Each message includes text, a priority code, an effective date, an expiration date, a print detail listing, and a requester identifier. The text is the blurb to be printed on the monthly statement. The priority code dictates the
sequence in which multiple messages are printed on the monthly statement. The effective date is the date on which the message may be printed on monthly statements having a printing date after or on the effective date. The expiration date is the date on which the message is not to be printed on monthly statements having a printing date after or on the expiration date. The print detail listing is a flag which is used by a processor to list the merchants qualifying for the message. The requestor identifier identifies the user that defined the message.

[0022] Block 14 then prompts the user to define an insert. An insert is a pre-printed document that is to be inserted into the envelope in which the monthly statement of the merchant is mailed. Inserts require planning so that they are produced in a timely fashion, shipped to the printer by an acceptable date, and meet all physical parameters required by the printer regarding weight, size, and paper thickness. In general, the ability to support selective inserts is dependent upon the hardware capabilities of the physical printer operations. More than one insert may be added to the monthly statement and the user may define many inserts.

[0023] Each insert includes a description, a form number, an effective date, an expiration date, a print detail listing, and a requestor identifier. The description and the form number provided are directions used by stuffing machine operators for loading the insertion documents with the monthly statements. The effective expiration dates indicate when the inserts are to be inserted. The print detail listing is a flag which is used by a processor to list the merchants qualifying for the insert. The requestor identifier identifies the user that defined the insert.

[0024] After the messages and inserts are defined, block 16 continues with selecting the merchant parameters for each message and block 18 continues with selecting the merchant parameters for each insert. The parameters are criteria or rules. The merchants having the characteristics which satisfy the rules for a message will be identified in block 20 to receive that message on their statement. Similarly, the merchants having the characteristics which satisfy the rules for an insert will be identified in block 20 to receive that insert with their statement.

[0025] Both the enhanced messages and the selective inserts are based on the user being able to define attributes of selected merchant groups to which they would like to target messages and inserts. For instance, the user can set the rules such that for all merchants with a code of 1234, message one is printed, or for all merchants that are entitled to a certain product, insert three is provided, etc. The merchant attributes for which selection specifications can be defined include the following: market segment, standard industry classification, credit card merchant category code, marker bank, business number, bank number, agent number, corporate number, chain number, DBA state, bill to state, DBA zip code, bill to zip code, processing mode (paperless indicator), internal account merchant number, and status code.

[0026] Referring now to FIG. 2, a system 30 for carrying out the method of the present invention is shown. System 30 includes a personal computer 32 in operable communication with first and second memory databases 34 and 36 and a printer 38. First database 34 stores the defined messages and second database 36 stores the defined inserts. The user uses computer 32 to define the messages and the inserts. After the messages and the inserts are defined, the user uses computer 32 to select the merchant parameters for each message and insert.

[0027] Computer 32 then processes the merchant data and identifies all merchants meeting the selected merchant parameters for each message and insert. Computer 32 then controls printer 38 to print a message on the monthly statements of merchants that meet the selected merchant parameters for that message. If a merchant meets the selected merchant parameters for more than one message, then computer 32 controls printer 38 to print all of the messages on the monthly statement for that merchant in accordance with a priority code. For each message, computer 32 may also display and/or control printer 38 to print out a list of merchants that satisfy the selected merchant parameters for that message.

[0028] For each insert, computer 32 then displays and/or controls printer 38 to print out a list of merchants that satisfy the selected merchant parameters for that insert. A description and form number of the insert associated with each merchant may also be displayed and/or printed. Stuffing machine operators refer to this information as directions for loading the insertion documents into the envelope of the monthly statement to be mailed to the merchant. A merchant may receive more than one insert if the merchant satisfies the merchant parameters of more than one insert.

[0029] Computer 32 includes many graphical user interfaces (GUI) that are used by a user for defining the messages, the inserts, and the parameters controlling the printing of the messages and the placement of the inserts. Referring now to FIG. 3, a message definition GUI 40 displayed by computer 32 is shown. A message definition GUI 40 is associated with each message. The user enters information into message definition GUI 40 to define a message. Message definition GUI 40 includes for each message the following: a priority number entry area 42, an effective date entry area 44, an expiration date entry area 46, a print detail listing entry area 48, a requestor identification entry area 50, and a text entry area 52. To define a message, the user enters information into the entry areas. The user may browse through defined messages by clicking next and back buttons 54 and 56. The user may delete obsolete messages by clicking delete button 58. After defining a message, the user may click rules button 60 to either view the merchant parameters associated with that message or to select the merchant parameters to be associated with that message.

[0030] Referring now to FIG. 4, upon clicking rules button 60, computer 32 displays a merchant selection GUI 70. A merchant selection GUI 70 is associated with each defined message and includes the merchant parameters to be tested to identify merchants that meet the selected parameters for that message. Merchant selection GUI 70 includes the message priority, effective and expiration dates, added and changed dates, the requestor identifier, and at least one line of the text of the message. The added date is the date on which a merchant selection GUI 70 has been associated with a message. The changed date is the last date on which the merchant selection GUI 70 associated with a message has been changed. The at least one line of text is used by a user to quickly determine the message that is associated with merchant selection GUI 70.
[0031] Merchant selection GUI 70 further includes a set of field to be tested entry areas 72, a logical operator entry area 74, and a values to test for entry area 76. The user can select the merchant attributes identified above such as market segment, standard industry classification, credit card merchant category code, etc., in field to be tested entry areas 72. For each entry entered in a field to be tested entry area 72, the user enters, or selects from a list, a logical operator code in respective logical operator entry areas 74. The logical operator code includes the following: EQ is equal to, NE is not equal to, GT is greater than, GE is greater than or equal to, LT is less than, and LE is less than or equal to. The user then enters, or selects from a list, the values to test for in respective values to test for entry areas 76.

[0032] Each field to be tested entry along with the associated logical operator and values to test for is considered as a single rule. Each rule defined in merchant selection GUI 70 has an AND relationship with the other rules such that all defined rules on merchant selection GUI 70 must be true for a merchant to qualify for the message.

[0033] Referring now to FIGS. 5A and 5B, a message may be associated with more than one merchant selection GUI 70. In this case, the message has a rules group made up of one or more merchant selection GUI 70 each containing a respective rule set. Each rule set is defined by individual rules on a single merchant selection GUI 70. The individual rules have an AND relationship while the rule sets have an OR relationship. A merchant qualifies for a message if it satisfies all of the rules on any single merchant selection GUI 70 associated with that message.

[0034] Referring now to FIG. 6, after the selection rules have been defined, computer 32 may display merchant selection review screen 80. Mechanist selection review screen 80 contains a list of those merchants that have qualified for the rules for a particular message. Computer 32 may also control printer 38 to print the particular message on to the monthly statement of the listed merchants.

[0035] Referring now to FIG. 7, an insert identification GUI 90 displayed by computer 32 is shown. An insert identification GUI 90 is associated with each insert. The user enters information into insert identification GUI 90 to define an insert. Insert identification GUI 90 includes for each insert the following: a description entry area 92, a form number entry area 94, an effective date entry area 96, an expiration date entry area 98, a print detail listing entry area 100, a requester identifier entry area 102, and a new insert number entry area 104. To define an insert, the user enters information into the entry areas. The user may browse through defined inserts by clicking next and back buttons 106 and 108. The user may delete obsolete inserts by clicking delete button 110. After defining an insert, the user may click rules button 112 to either view the merchant parameters associated with that insert or to select the merchant parameters to be associated with that insert.

[0036] Referring now to FIG. 8, upon clicking rules button 112, computer 32 displays a merchant selection GUI 120. A merchant selection GUI 120 is associated with each defined insert and includes the merchant parameters to be tested to identify merchants that meet the selected parameters for that insert. Merchant selection GUI 120 includes the effective, expiration, added, and changed dates, the requester identifier, the description, and the form number. The description and the form number are used as directions by stuffing machine operators for loading the inserts into the envelopes of the mailed statements.

[0037] Merchant selection GUI 120 further includes, for each rule, a field to be tested entry area 122, a logical operator entry area 124, and a values to test for entry area 126. The user can select the merchant attributes identified above in field to be tested entry areas 122. For each entry entered in a field to be tested entry area 122, the user enters, or selects from a list, a logical operator code in respective logical operator entry areas 124. The user then enters, or selects from a list, the values to test for in respective values to test for entry areas 126.

[0038] Each field to be tested entry along with the associated logical operator and values to test for is considered as a single rule. Each rule defined in merchant selection GUI 120 has an AND relationship with the other rules such that all defined rules on merchant selection GUI 120 must be true for a merchant to qualify for the insert. Like messages, an insert may be associated with more than one merchant selection GUI.

[0039] Referring now to FIG. 9, after the selection rules have been defined, computer 32 may display merchant selection review screen 130. Merchant selection review screen 130 contains a list of those merchants that have qualified for the rules for a particular insert. Stuffing operators review the list to determine which merchants are to receive the insert with their monthly mailed statement.

[0040] Thus it is apparent that there has been provided, in accordance with the present invention, a system and method for selectively printing messages and adding inserts to merchant statements, that fully satisfy the objects, aims, and advantages set forth above. While the present invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications, and variations will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of the foregoing description. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all such alternatives, modifications, and variations as fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for selectively printing messages to merchant statements to be mailed within envelopes to merchants and for selectively adding inserts to the envelopes containing the merchant statements, the merchant statements regarding payment transactions between the merchants and consumers of the merchants, the method comprising:

   using a graphical user interface of a computer for defining a plurality of messages to be printed on the merchant statements, wherein defining the plurality of messages includes defining each message to contain text to be printed on the merchant statements;

   using a graphical user interface of a computer for defining a plurality of inserts to be inserted into envelopes containing the merchant statements, wherein defining the plurality of inserts includes defining each insert to be a printed document for insertion into the envelopes containing the merchant statements;

   defining a respective merchant parameter to be associated with each message and insert, the merchant parameters...
defining characteristics that merchants must satisfy to receive merchant statements having messages and inserts associated with the respective merchant parameters;

identifying merchants satisfying the characteristic of each merchant parameter;

associating a message with the merchant statement of a merchant if the merchant has been identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with the message;

associating an insert with the merchant statement of a merchant if the merchant has been identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with the insert;

generating directions for adding inserts associated with the merchant statements of the merchants; and

printing messages associated with merchant statements of the merchants onto the merchant statements of the merchants.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein:

the merchant parameters include a merchant category code.

3. The method of claim 1 wherein:

defining each message further includes defining each message to contain a priority code, an effective date, an expiration date, a print detail listing, and a requester identifier.

4. The method of claim 3 wherein:

the print detail listing is a flag for listing the merchants identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with a message.

5. The method of claim 1 wherein:

defining each insert further includes defining each insert to have a description, a form number, an expiration date, a print detail listing, and a requester identifier.

6. The method of claim 5 wherein:

the print detail listing is a flag for listing the merchants identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with an insert.

7. The method of claim 1 wherein:

defining a respective merchant parameter to be associated with each message and insert includes using a graphical user interface for enabling a user to define the respective merchant parameters.

8. A system for selectively printing messages to merchant statements to be mailed within envelopes to merchants and for selectively adding inserts to the envelopes containing the merchant statements, the merchant statements regarding payment transactions between the merchants and consumers of the merchants, the system comprising:

a computer for defining a plurality of messages to be printed on the merchant statements and for defining a plurality of inserts to be inserted into envelopes containing the merchant statements, the computer defining each message to contain text to be printed on the merchant statements, the computer defining each insert to be a printed document for insertion into the envelopes containing the merchant statements,

wherein the computer includes a graphical user interface for enabling a user to define a message and for enabling a user to define an insert,

wherein the computer defines a respective merchant parameter to be associated with each message and insert, the merchant parameters defining characteristics that merchants must satisfy to receive merchant statements having messages and inserts associated with the respective merchant parameters,

wherein the computer identifies merchants satisfying the characteristic of each merchant parameter,

wherein the computer associates a message with the merchant statement of a merchant if the merchant has been identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with the message,

wherein the computer associates an insert with the merchant statement of a merchant if the merchant has been identified as satisfying the characteristic of the merchant parameter associated with the insert,

wherein the computer generates directions for adding inserts associated with the merchant statements of the merchants; and

a printer for printing messages associated with merchant statements of the merchants onto the merchant statements of the merchants.

* * * * *